UIU-New Orleans Center
Fall Term 1, 14-15, Aug 25 – Oct 19, 2014
All classes meet 5:00 – 9:30 pm

**SCHEDULES ARE POSTED ON** www.uiu.edu/NewOrleans**

Last day to withdraw is SEPTEMBER 26TH

**MONDAYS**
BA 208 Marketing Principles – G. Mayfield GAE#126751

MATH 095 Beginning Algebra – P. Shaver GAE#126758
  • ISBN: 9780618803590, Beginning Algebra w/Applications by Aufmann 7ed, Pub: Cengage

PSY 302 Substance Abuse – S. Purry GAE#126762

**TUESDAYS**
PA 371 Urban Management – C. Adams GAE#126759 *(2 books required)*

BIO 100 General Biology – E. Amer GAE#126754

SOC 337 Intro to Criminal Law – N. Sheppard GAE#126763
  • ISBN: 9781111131275, Criminal Law & Procedure by Hall, 6ed, Pub: Thomson Learning

**WEDNESDAYS**
BA 454 Management Cases – J. Hebert GAE#126753

HIST 240 Your Community as part of US History – Greg Beamon GAE#126756
    Pub: Oxford University Press

SOC 365 Sociology of Policing – C. Davis GAE#126765
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**THURSDAYS**
PA 445 Administrative Law – J. Steele  
GAE#126760  

COMM 105 Public Speaking – M. Kimmel  
GAE#126755  

SOC 347 Deviance & Social Control - C. Yockey  
GAE#126764  

**FRIDAYS**
BA 431 Advanced Financial Accounting – P. Casey  
GAE#126752  

PS 100 U.S. Government – F. Payne  
GAE#126761  

- **GoArmyEd** Students must apply for tuition assistance at least 10 days prior to the beginning of the term.

- **All other services, approved TA must be received by staff before the beginning of the term.**

- **Students must attend a makeup class for all holidays that fall on a weekday in which no class will be held.**
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